
Ricoh Super 8 800z Eye Battery Replacement
This guide is for replacing the electric eye battery on a Ricoh Super 8 800z camera. Also includes

optional method for cleaning eye battery terminal.

Written By: carlos enrique
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INTRODUCTION

Most super 8 cameras come with two sets of batteries, one to run the basic motors and the other is
the electric eye battery. This runs the cameras “Electric Eye”.

The first “Electric Eye” to be applied to a camera was initially developed by Dr. Albert Einstein and
Dr. Gustav Bucky. This technology automatically determined the correct aperture and exposure a
camera should use for what it was shooting.

The Ricoh Super 8 800z comes with this automatic technology and will periodically need the battery
replaced. When this battery dies you’ll notice the camera not running or footage being over/under-
exposed. The Ricoh Super 8 800z also comes with an eye battery test meter, another method to
evaluate the battery.

TOOLS:
Slip Joint Pliers (1)
Soft Cloth (1)
ESD Safe Tweezers Blunt Nose (1)
Distilled White Vinegar (1)

PARTS:
2.6 V PX-14 or H-2D Battery  (1)
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https://www.homedepot.com/p/Husky-8-in-Self-Adjusting-Slip-Joint-Pliers-48020/203288181
http://www.amazon.com/MagicFiber%25C2%25AE-Premium-Microfiber-Cleaning-Cloths/dp/B0050R67U0/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1390870779&sr=8-1&keywords=cleaning+cloth
file:///Item/ESD_Safe_Tweezers_Blunt_Nose
http://www.amazon.com/Heinz-White-Vinegar-Distilled-128/dp/B000RO08L0/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1444247101&sr=8-1&keywords=distilled+white+vinegar
https://www.amazon.com/Exell-Alkaline-Battery-TR-112-TR-122R/dp/B0002MAIK8


Step 1 — Eye Battery

 

First, check if the battery is still working.

The Ricoh Super 8 800z comes with two battery meters in the back side of the camera. The button
labeled "MOTOR" tests the AA batteries in the handle. Pressing the "METER" button will test the
eye battery.



Press the "METER" button. If the needle on the gauge above goes to red, the battery is dead and
needs replacing. If it is on blue, the battery is working and does not need replacement.
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Step 2

  

To remove this eye battery cover, place the camera on soft and stable surface, apply even and
firm pressure around the metal cap, and unscrew it counter-clockwise.



The cover for the eye battery is the circular and ridged metal cap on the back-most part of the left
fascia.



If it does not unscrew with your hand alone, you can use pliers and cloth to loosen it. Place a small
cloth rag on top of the cap, grab the sides of the cap with the pliers, making sure to keep the cloth
between the pliers and the camera to avoid tooling marks and any damage. Turn counter-
clockwise until the cap loosens. Then unscrew by hand.



Step 3

  

To remove the battery, simply turn the camera over with the open battery port facing down over a
soft surface. Gravity should drop it out.



If it is stuck, just lightly tap the opposite side of the camera until it releases.
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To reassemble your device, follow these instructions in reverse order.

Step 4

 

If your battery port happens to be corroded. Get a small cloth rag held with small needle nose
pliers or tweezers and wipe it away.



For heavy amounts of corrosion use a little bit of vinegar on the cloth and use to remove. Wipe the
vinegar away after with a clean and dry cloth.



Allow the battery terminal to sit open and dry for an hour or so if vinegar is used.
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